The best new books from Scotland’s publishers
Welcome, readers, to our Spring Catalogue, a unique collaboration between the Booksellers Association and Publishing Scotland.

As restrictions begin to lift and the vaccination programme rolls out, we can once again take pleasure in the seasonal changes – longer days, new blooms and (sometimes) a little sunshine – as well as the abundance of new books eager to find themselves in your hands.

We at Publishing Scotland, and our member publishers, are so thankful for the hard work, dedication and support booksellers across Scotland’s publishers both nationally and internationally, to provide support and advice, and to co-ordinate joint initiatives to develop and strengthen the publishing sector in Scotland.

We hope too, that you are excited by the books you will find within these pages. Our independent publishers are dedicated in bringing to you the best in fiction, poetry, non-fiction and children’s books, from well-kent faces and new voices, as well as homegrown talent and international writers. For those who love dystopian thrillers, the latest novel from the Saltire-winning Ewan Morrison, How to Survive Everything, is a must read, and crime fiction fans will be pleased to discover their new favourite detective in novels by Alan Parks, Leela Soma, Diarmid McArthur and Ryan Collett. Nature lovers can delight in the wonderful photography of Andy Howard in The Secret Lives of Otters, and the Kelpie award-winning Hannah Foley is sure to gather an army of fans with her fantastical adventure story The Spellbinding Secret of Avery Buchle.

Whatever your age, interests and tastes, there are books here for every kind of reader. Have a browse and then speak to your local bookseller – they will be thrilled to steer you to your next fantastic read!

Olive, Mabel & Me
Life and Adventures with Two Very Good Dogs
Andrew Cotter
£20 October 20 HB 9781785303227
Black & White Publishing
Witty, warm-hearted and life-affirming, this book is a treat for dog lovers everywhere. A story of the love between Andrew and his two very good dogs.

‘Beautifully written... as funny as you would hope.’

The Times

Visit www.publishingscotland.org
@PublishScotland
@publishingscotland

Please note: All the titles in this catalogue should be in stock, but if not can be ordered for you. Children’s books show reading ages, but these are for guidance only, so please ask for more information. Formats are given as HB for hardback, and PB for paperback. Although every care has been taken in producing this catalogue, we can accept no responsibility for its accuracy; every detail was correct at the time of printing. If prices or publication dates have changed since going to press, we apologise for any inconvenience caused.

Produced by The Booksellers Association, 6 Bell Yard, London, WC2A 2JR in association with Publishing Scotland, Scott House, 10 South St Andrew Street, Edinburgh, EH2 2AZ.

Cover and layout by Jimmy Scofield.
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Fiction

The Comfort Book
Matt Haig
£16.99 July 21 HB
9781786898296
Canongate

‘I can’t describe how much his work means to me... The king of empathy.’
Jameela Jamil

The Last Good Year
New Writing Scotland 38
Edited by Rachelle Atalla, Samuel Tongue & Maggie Rabatski
£9.95 December 20 PB
9781906841423
ASLS
Containing the best new short fiction and poetry from both emerging and established writers, in all the languages of Scotland.

A haunting exploration of the cost of war and the Cold War Arms race, In a Veil of Mist tells the story of another little-known incident in the Outer Hebrides.

How to Survive Everything
Ewan Morrison
£9.99 March 21 PB
9781913393151
Saraband
The ultimate plague-year survival read. Kidnapped by her father to evade a surging near-future pandemic, How to Survive Everything is one teenage girl’s guide to navigating the turmoil.

Pignut & Nuncle
Des Dillon
£8.99 May 21 PB
9781916457294
Sparstle Books
The quirkiest book of the year. Lost and alone, Jane Eyre meets King Lear and his fool. But who is real and who is dreaming?

Havana Year Zero
Karla Suárez (translated by Christina MacSweeney)
£9.99 February 21 PB
9781913867003
Charco Press
Sex, lies, and scientific history collide in this gripping, poignant story set in 1993 Havana with a narrator you won’t forget in a hurry.

Come Again
Robert Webb
£8.99 April 21 PB
9781786890153
Canongate
A time-travelling story of love and adventure – from the number one bestselling author of How Not To Be a Boy and star of Peep Show.

Robert Webb
Come Again
How Not To Be A Boy
Peep Show

In a Veil of Mist
Donald S Murray
£9.99 March 21 PB
9781913393007
Saraband
The Crown Agent
Stephen O’Rourke
£8.99 March 21 PB
978191320732
Sandstone Press
A ship adrift, all hands dead. Doctor Mungo Lyon is the wrong man to find the truth. That’s exactly why the Crown chose him.

Murder at the Mela
Leela Soma
£9.99 October 20 PB
9781901514902
Ringwood
Glasgow’s first Asian DI, Alok Patel, faces prejudice from his colleagues and suspicion from the Asian community as he investigates the brutal murder of an Asian woman in this much-anticipated thriller.

There’s a Problem with Dad
Carlos Alba
£9.99 April 21 PB
9781901514971
Ringwood
A pacy, powerful tale of a family tragedy that explores what it means to be different, reminding us that neurodiversity always demands empathy and consideration.

Our Ike
Hazel Stevens
£12.99 March 21 PB
9781101426662
Black Wolf Edition & Publishing Ltd
The sequel of Our Ede. Ike decides to find better prospects in London where he meets the love of his life but it isn’t that simple.
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Fiction

The Disassembly of Doreen Durand
Ryan Collett
£12.99 May 21 HB
9781913207397
Sandstone Press
After witnessing the killing of two boys, Doreen Durand flees her apartment. As the police pursue her, a surreal game of cat and mouse begins...

Dress for Death
Diarmid MacArthur
£9.99 April 21 PB
9781912235681
Saraband
Dress for Death is a compelling novel set in the dark side of fracking – and the stark choices confronting farmers today.

The Medallion
Cathy Gohlke
£14.99 September 20 PB
9781910012901
Muddy Pearl
Inspired by true events of Poland’s darkest days and brightest heroes, a stunning portrait of war and its aftermath, and hope above all else.

Indrek
A. H. Tammsaare
£14.95
September 21 PB
9781913212278
Vagabond Voices
The second volume in Tammsaare’s monumental pentalogy covering Estonian society between the early 1880s and the late 1930s.

The Tethered God
Barrie Condon
£9.99 May 21 PB
9781916457263
Sparisle Books
Ancient Egyptian pharaoh wakes up thousands of years later in the body of a dog. Why is he being punished for a crime he can’t remember.

Waiting for Nothing
Tom Kromer
£8 October 20 PB
9781916064119
The Common Breath
The re-publication of a magnificent novel set in Depression-era USA, and released originally in 1935.

Ghostwriting
John Herdman
£9.99 February 21 PB
9781914090035
Leamington Books
A delicious study in paranoia from the master of modern Scottish Gothic. ‘In short, Herdman is as unfashionable as it’s possible to be.’ John Burnside.

The Governors
George Glennie
£14.99 January 21 PB
9781904684367
Frontline Noir
Set in future Scotland, this is the story of John McDonald’s tumultuous battle against the oppressive Governors. Espionage, suspense and a race against time.

The Sinner
Stuart MacGregor
£7.99 February 21 PB
9781914090103
Leamington Books
Wild and nihilistic, The Sinner was published just months after the death of its author who was killed in a motor accident in 1973.

Kings of a Dead World
Jamie Mollart
£12.99 June 21 HB
9781913207458
Sandstone Press
The Earth’s resources are dwindling. The solution is The Sleep. Everywhere, dissatisfaction is growing. The city is about to wake.
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Elena Knows
Claudia Piñeiro
(translated by Frances Riddle)
£9.99 July 21 PB 9781999368432
Charco Press
A journey across Buenos Aires exposes a mother-daughter relationship in this impressive literary crime set over a single day from one of Argentina’s most-translated writers.

The Silenced
Claudio Fava
£7.99 April 21 PB 9781911426829
Polaris
An extraordinary novel based on interviews with survivors of Argentina’s so-called ‘dirty war’ in the seventies, when tens of thousands of protesters were ‘disappeared’.

Siblings
Magnus Florin
£7.95 March 21 PB 9781913212308
Vagabond Voices
Florin’s witty and deadpan narration reveals a world of sibling rivalries. Always suggestive and unexpected.

Gigi An Italian in Nottingham
Reale Degli Antoni
£10.99 June 21 PB 9781911424680
Black Wolf Edition & Publishing Ltd
The story of a young composer coming from Italy experiencing the English University, its way, its girls, the general environment, finding out his own illusions.

Good Listeners
Alan Warner & Brian Hamill
£7 October 19 PB 9781916066402
The Common Breath
A short collection of fiction from the novelist Alan Warner and The Common Breath editor Brian Hamill.

Love. An Archaeology
Fabio Fernandes
£9.99 March 21 PB 9781913387419
Luna Press Publishing
Fourteen stories of Brazilian speculative fiction, ranging from science fiction to weird, mixing future scenarios (on and off-Earth) and alternate realities, but in fact, they are essentially about one thing: love and its malcontents.

What You Call Free
Flora Johnston
£9.99 March 21 PB 9781901514964
Ringwood

Kindred Spirit
Stephen Cashmore
£9.99 June 21 PB 9781913469888
Sparsile Books
Being dead doesn’t stop George Viviani influencing the lives of his loved ones, leaving them wondering if there are other, perhaps darker, worlds out there.

Home
John MacKay
£9.99 June 21 PB 9781910022405
Luath Press Ltd
An intimate exploration of choices and belief through the dispersed MacLeod family tree and the journey to reunite them in the Home Faroe built.

The Alchemist of the Waters
Alfonso Vaccari & Nicola Vaccari
£9.99 March 21 PB 9781911424660
Black Wolf Edition & Publishing Ltd
An autobiographical story which the authors wanted to write to pay homage to one of the most beautiful memories of their childhood.

Occupation
Julián Fukks
(translated by Daniel Hahn)
£9.99 August 21 PB 9781919142446
Charco Press
Alternating between refugees occupying a building, a father’s sickness, and a wife’s pregnancy, Occupation examines the fragility of life and the brutality of not belonging.

Nova Hellas
Stories from Future Greece
Edited by Francesca T Barbini & Francesco Verso
£9.99 March 21 PB 9781913387372
Luna Press Publishing
Nova Hellas takes us on a dystopian, harsh journey through Greece, with stories reflecting the country’s history and its people: resilient, cunning and resourceful.

Elena Knows
Claudia Piñeiro
(translated by Frances Riddle)
£9.99 July 21 PB 9781999368432
Charco Press
A journey across Buenos Aires exposes a mother-daughter relationship in this impressive literary crime set over a single day from one of Argentina’s most-translated writers.
Poetry

Burns for Every Day of the Year
Pauline Mackay
£20 January 21 HB
978178532985
Black & White Publishing

An invigorating collection of Robert Burns to accompany you through the seasons. Burns’s poems, songs and letters mingle here in tribute to his unique literary output.

The Wee Book O’ Burns
Quotes Frae The Bard
Susan Cohen
£6.99 December 20 PB
9781913237110
Wee Book Company

Containing well kent and lesser known quotes, this is intended to give folk a wee insight intae the complex genius that was Robert Burns.

The Sweetness of Demons
Anne Pia
£9.95 March 21 PB
9781910895542
Vagabond Voices

Poetic responses in English to Baudelaire’s poems – and to both the sensuality and the modernity of his language and ideas.

The Wee Book O’ Burns
Quotes Frae The Bard
Susan Cohen
£6.99 December 20 PB
9781913237110
Wee Book Company

Containing well kent and lesser known quotes, this is intended to give folk a wee insight intae the complex genius that was Robert Burns.

Mither Tongue
Jidi Majia
£9.95 April 21 PB
9781913212315
Vagabond Voices

Translations of Majia’s poems from Chinese and Nuoso (his minority language) into Scots and English. A symmetry of powerful and lesser-used language.

A Time for Reflection
Bashabi Fraser
£9.99 June 21 PB
9781910895542
Scotland Street Press

Transnational poetry by poet and author Bashabi Fraser and painter Vibha Pankaj. Both from India and now living in Edinburgh.

A Song to Keep
Olivia Findlay
£19.99 May 21 HB
9781910895535
Scotland Street Press

A first collection of poetry by Olivia Findlay who grew up in South Africa and now lives in Scotland. Drawings by sculptor Domenica di Ferranti.

Weird Pleasure
Poems and lyrics
Jim Ferguson
£8.99 January 21 PB
9780955488535
Leamington Books

With a sometimes gentle, sometimes psychotic candour, Jim Ferguson shares politics, dreams and the surreal effects of globalism on the individual.

Iambic Pandemic Diary
Traci O’Dea
£9.99 June 21 PB
9781910895528
Scotland Street Press

Lockdown, Pandemic poetry by US poet Traci O’Dea reflected in the wild paintings of her father Tommy O’Dea, who was in fact in prison.

Love poems, life poems, elegies, aubades, odes, prose poems, joyous poems of fleeting human pleasures, poems delicate with vulnerability, urgent poems on survival over time.
BooksfromScotland.com is the largest online collection of Scottish books and each month we curate a digital magazine-style platform to help readers find brilliant new reads.

Showcasing the best of Scottish fiction, non-fiction, poetry and children’s titles – classic and contemporary – the platform supports Scottish publishers and authors to find new audiences. Readers can stay updated through the fortnightly e-newsletter or through social media channels.

Visit www.booksfromscotland.com
A Diasporic Mythography
Myth, Legend and Memory in the Literature of the Indian Diaspora
Pooja M. Biswas
£12.99 May 21 PB
9781913387495
Luna Press Publishing
A collection of essays on how diasporic Indian authors living in the West use myth and legend.

The Flicker Against the Light
Writing the Contemporary Uncanny
Jane Alexander
£15.99 June 21 PB
9781913387594
Luna Press Publishing
Uncanny stories of virtual reality, biotech, data surveillance and communications technology: unsettling perspectives on contemporary and near-future scenarios.

The Times Good University Guide 2022
Zoe Thomas & Times Books
£19.99 January 21 PB
9780008419462
Collins
Essential guide to British universities that gives you all the information you need to make the crucial decisions on what to study, where to study, and how much it might cost.

O is for Hoolet
Ishbel McFarlane
£9.99 September 20 PB
9781913630126
Salamander Street Ltd
A one-woman show about the Scots language, challenging and disrupting our expectations and prejudices about language.

Two Plays
Tay Bridge
The Signalman
Peter Arnott
£9.99 June 20 PB
9781913630003
Salamander Street Ltd
Two plays exploring the Tay Bridge disaster, in an ensemble piece and monologue, from Award-winning Scottish playwright Peter Arnott.

A bedrock of the Scottish theatre industry
The Guardian
This volume collects some of the most popular plays from the Play, Pie, Pint back catalogue.

Ray Harryhausen
Titan of Cinema
Vanessa Harryhausen
Harryhausen
£27.95 Nov 20 PB
978191054344
National Galleries of Scotland
Fascinating examination of the work of the pioneer of the special effects that we see in modern cinema, packed with personal stories of family and his influence on other artists.

O is for Hoolet
Dràma na Gàidhlig:
Ceud Bliadhna air an Àrd-ùrlar
A Century of Gaelic Drama
Michelle Macleod
£19.95 March 21 PB
9781906841416
ASLS
A celebration of Gaelic theatre, featuring eight Gaelic plays (with English translations) from the start of the twentieth century to the present day.

The Ultimate Drama Pot Collection
100 Monologues for Young Performers
Joanne Watkinson
£14.99 September 20 PB
9781913630665
Salamander Street Ltd
A book packed with one hundred monologues, aimed at young performers from pre-teens to young adults.

The Times Good University Guide 2022
Zoe Thomas & Times Books
£19.99 January 21 PB
9780008419462
Collins
Essential guide to British universities that gives you all the information you need to make the crucial decisions on what to study, where to study, and how much it might cost.
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£19.99 January 21 PB
9780008419462
Collins
Essential guide to British universities that gives you all the information you need to make the crucial decisions on what to study, where to study, and how much it might cost.
The Arts

My Rock ‘n’ Roll Friend
Tracy Thorne
£16.99 April 21 HB
9781786898227
Canongate
An exploration of female friendship and women in music, from the iconic singer-songwriter and bestselling author of Another Planet and Bedsit Disco Queen.

And it’s a Beautiful Day
A Fargo Companion
Nige Tassell
£9.99 March 21 PB
9781913538354
Polaris
Fargo – that bloody tale of greed, kidnapping and murder set in the freezing tundra of Minnesota – was the Coen brothers’ breakout film, scooping two Oscars and critical and commercial acclaim.

The Seafood Shack
Food & Tales from Ullapool
Fenella Renwick & Kirsty Scobie
£20 November 20 HB
9781916316515
Kitchen Press
Discover how easy it is to cook mouthwatering seafood with over 80 down-to-earth recipes from Ullapool’s Seafood Shack. Winner of 2020 Jane Grigson Trust & Gourmand Cookbook Awards.

The Art of Tweed
From Weaver to Wearer
Vixy Rae
£14.99 October 20 HB
9781785303210
Black & White Publishing
Here is a story of romance, nostalgia, sustainability and style — of an effortlessly versatile cloth and its unique place in our lives.

Food & Drink

Tomorrow’s Kitchen
A Graphic Novel Cookbook
Shuangshuang Hao & Deborah May
£15.99 October 20 PB
9781916316508
Kitchen Press
A unique illustrated collection of stories and recipes from novelists and food writers including Kerry Hudson, Sumayya Usmani and more.
This book is about why trees matter and what we owe them. It’s about our humanity, our devotion and our sheer awe of nature.

An informative and entertaining look at why and how plants and fungi have been used in magical traditions across Europe and the World.

The book is a year in the life of the River Devon – it will appeal to all who love wildlife, wild places, and Scotland’s natural heritage.
Jim Crumley’s Seasons tetralogy tells the story of wildlife and landscape in a changing natural world, both throughout the year and as climate chaos unfolds over our lifetimes.

Focus ing on his home territory of Highland Scotland and venturing frequently into the Hebrides and beyond, Crumley guides us through Autumn, Winter, Spring and Summer with a mesmerising blend of keen observation and a naturalist’s deep understanding of our wild landscapes. His silent vigils reveal not only an account of nature’s astonishing beauty, but the unfolding climate crisis – urging us towards a more radical vision of nature conservation. This Spring sees the release of the paperback editions of Spring and Summer.

‘Breathtaking… a delight’
Miriam Darlington, BBC Wildlife

‘A beautiful book… a wisdom that we need now, more than ever before.’
Joyce McMillan, The Scotsman

Also available

The Secret Life of the Otter
Andy Howard
£24.99 May 21 HB
Large format square
9781913207410
Sandstone Press
An extraordinary glimpse into the mysterious world of the otter. From the Scottish Highlands to Vancouver Island, Andy’s stunning photography will amaze and enlighten.

Nature

The Nature of Spring
Jim Crumley
£9.99 March 21 PB
9781913393106
Saraband
Now in paperback, The Nature of Spring chronicles nature’s season of rebirth and rejuvenation. As heard on BBC Radio 4’s Book of the Week.

The Nature of Summer
Jim Crumley
£9.99 May 21 PB
9781913393113
Saraband
Now in paperback, The Nature of Summer chronicles it all: the wonder, the tumult, the spectacle of summer – and what is at stake as our seasons are pushed beyond nature’s limits.

The Nature of Winter
Jim Crumley
£9.99 November 21 PB
9781913393120
Saraband

The Nature of Autumn
Jim Crumley
£9.99 September 21 PB
9781913393137
Saraband

Cherished Plan
The Story of Puck’s Hut at Benmore
David Gray
£8 September 20 PB
9781910877357
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh
This is the fascinating story of one of the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh’s most extraordinary buildings: Puck’s Hut at Benmore Botanic Garden.

Will Purdom
Agitator, Plant-hunter, Forester
Francois Gordon
£18.99 February 21 HB
9781910877371
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh
The story of Will Purdom who dedicated his life to plant collecting and who became key in China’s struggle to repair the ecology of its forests.

‘A delightful meditation.’
Stephen Moss, Books of the Year, The Guardian

Nature
Memoir

Cappuccino and Porridge
Tuscany and Harris the Land of our Fathers
Duncan Mackenzie
£15.95 December 20 PB
9781789070798
Acair

This is an absorbing human life story told from the heart. A story of love, four times over, that will have lasting appeal.

Finding True North
The Healing Power of Place
Linda Gask
£8.99 March 21 PB
9781913207342
Sandstone Press

Beneath the wide skies of Orkney Linda Gask recalls both her career as a consultant psychiatrist and her lifelong struggle with her own mental health.

A Biologist Abroad
Rory Putman
£16.99 February 21 PB
9781849954716
Whittles Publishing

Describes the author’s adventures in Iceland, East Africa, Nigeria and Indonesia from the late 1960s to the late 1990s.

An Officer’s Tale
Simpson Munro
£8.99 June 20 PB
9781913798048
Jasami Publishing Ltd

Follows the life of a young constable’s challenging personal and demanding professional life in a Scottish village.

The Ten Percent
Simon McLean
£9.99 September 20 PB
9781901514438
Ringwood

An often hilarious, sometimes scary, always fascinating journey through the ranks of the Scottish police, from Mclean’s spell as a rookie Constable in Argyll to his ultimate goal, the Serious Crime Squad in Glasgow.

Flashes of Memories
A Childhood among the Clyde lighthouses
Mary Gillanders
£12.95 May 20 PB
9781789070477
Acair

A charmingly evocative account of a childhood growing up in the lighthouses of the Clyde Estuary around the time of World War Two.

The Assynt Crofter
Allan Macrae, a Life
Judith Ross Napier
£15 July 17 PB
9781789070040
Acair

An account of the life of Allan Macrae, one of the leaders of the famous Assynt Crofters Trust, who loved the land with a passion.
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Sandstone Press

Beneath the wide skies of Orkney Linda Gask recalls both her career as a consultant psychiatrist and her lifelong struggle with her own mental health.
Scotland/uni02BCs History
Fiona Watson
£9.99 August 20 PB
9781849173070
Historic Environment Scotland

Historian Fiona Watson looks back across thousands of years into the lives of the people of Scotland, capturing critical moments and memorable personalities.

Psychopathic Cultures And Toxic Empires
Will Black
£12.99 January 21 PB
9781904687199
Frontline Noir

Will Black outlines up-to-date information about psychopathy and ties it in with insights about powerful psychopaths within influential spheres.

Connecting Scotland’s History
A Scottish history timeline linked into 2,000 years of world history
Anna Groundwater
£9.99 May 21 PB
9781913025601
Luath Press Ltd

An accessible timeline of the development of Scotland as a nation. Presented within a simple framework of dates, which students find helpful.

Scotland’s History
Fiona Watson
£9.99 August 20 PB
9781849173070
Historic Environment Scotland

Scotland’s Foreign Policy Footprint
Stephen Gethins
£12.99 February 21 PB
9781910022209
Luath Press Ltd

Former MP Stephen Gethins explores what Scotland’s Foreign Policy footprint is and how it can be used by the UK or a newly independent Scotland.

Eachdraithe Le CAIRDEAS CRIDHE
History with Heart and Soul, The Place-names of North Lewis
Comann Eachdraidh Nis
£25
November 20 HB
9781789070484
Acair

A rich archive drawn from local history sources combining location place and people.

Connecting Scotland’s History
A Scottish history timeline linked into 2,000 years of world history
Anna Groundwater
£9.99 May 21 PB
9781913025601
Luath Press Ltd

An accessible timeline of the development of Scotland as a nation. Presented within a simple framework of dates, which students find helpful.

Scotland’s History
Fiona Watson
£9.99 August 20 PB
9781849173070
Historic Environment Scotland

Scotland’s Foreign Policy Footprint
Stephen Gethins
£12.99 February 21 PB
9781910022209
Luath Press Ltd

Former MP Stephen Gethins explores what Scotland’s Foreign Policy footprint is and how it can be used by the UK or a newly independent Scotland.

Where are the Women?
A Guide to an Imagined Scotland
Sara Sheridan
£9.99 March 21 PB
9781910022209

This is a guidebook to an alternative Scotland, where streets, buildings and monuments are dedicated to real women, telling their often untold or unknown stories.

Connecting Scotland’s History
A Scottish history timeline linked into 2,000 years of world history
Anna Groundwater
£9.99 May 21 PB
9781913025601
Luath Press Ltd

An accessible timeline of the development of Scotland as a nation. Presented within a simple framework of dates, which students find helpful.
**Behind the Lions**
Playing Rugby for the British & Irish Lions
Stephen Jones, Tom English, David Barnes & Nick Cain
£12.99 March 21 PB
9781913538170
Polaris

This bestselling history covers every tour in the Lions’ history, including the historic 2017 tour – told in the players’ words.

**Legacy of the Lions**
Lessons in Leadership from the British & Irish Lions
Gavin Hastings
£17.99 May 21 HB
9781913538378
Polaris

Explores leadership lessons learned in one of the most challenging environments in the sporting world: touring with the British & Irish Lions.

**Roger Federer**
The Biography
René Stauffer
£18.99 April 21 HB
9781913538101
Polaris

In this comprehensive biography, Stauffer talks at length to Federer, his family, friends, coaches and rivals to paint an unrivalled picture of a sporting icon.

**NC500 pocket map**
Collins Maps
£3.99 May 21
Folded map
9780008456900
Collins

Handy little full colour map of the popular North Coast 500 route. A perfect guide for travelling around Northern Scotland. Detailed mapping and tourist information ideal for any road trip.

**Edinburgh A-Z Street Atlas**
A-Z maps
£7.99 March 21 PB
9780008445218
Collins

Navigate your way around Edinburgh with this detailed and easy-to-use A-Z Street Atlas. Printed in full-colour, paperback format, this atlas contains 45 pages of continuous street mapping.

**Touring Map of Scotland**
Collins Maps
£4.99 June 20
Folded map
9780008374426
Collins

Full-colour map of the whole of Scotland and part of Northern England conveniently on one side, and is ideal for reference or route planning.

Scottish Books International is a joint service on behalf of the literature sector in Scotland, dedicated to the international promotion of Scottish books, writers, festivals and organisations.

Scottish Books International aims to bring Scottish writers and writing to a global audience, taking a strategic and co-ordinated approach to showcasing and championing Scotland’s writers, publishers and festivals overseas, building on opportunities and relationships with international partners.

Scottish Books International is supported by a steering group of Publishing Scotland, Edinburgh International Book Festival, Creative Scotland and Jenny Brown Associates.
A Mind of their Own
Katharine Hill
£12.99 March 21 PB
9781919012314
Muddy Pearl
Exploring important ways in which parents can nurture their children’s resilience and emotional wellbeing, with honest and practical advice, and tried and tested strategies.

Living For Eternity
Knowing the God of Forever
Kate Patterson
£12.99 November 20 PB
9781919012390
Muddy Pearl
A call to set our eyes on the Eternal One we were made for, and so live fearlessly, even through life’s most difficult, grief-filled moments.

The Little Book for Really Really Brilliant Grandparents
Rob Parsons OBE & Katharine Hill
£9.99 November 20 PB
9781910012987
Muddy Pearl
Encouragement, wisdom, tips, strategies and hilarious cartoons to bring a smile to every brilliant Grandma and Grandpa, no matter how far away.

Amazed By Jesus
Simon Ponsonby
£14.99 December 20 PB
9781910012970
Muddy Pearl
Following the life of Jesus from crib to cross, resurrection and promise to return, with that same astonishment and amazement which transfixed the first disciples.

Feisty and Fiery and Fierce
Badass Women to Live Your Life By
Mairi Kidd
£14.99 September 20 HB
12+ years
9781785303081
Black & White Publishing
The ‘her-stories’ of this group of powerful Celtic women will inspire you to face your own modern-day dilemmas in true badass style.

The Mighty Women of Science
An A-Z of Extraordinary Scientists
Clare Forrest, Fiona Gordon & Kate Livingstone
£9.99 June 16 PB
12+ years
9781910775066
BHP Comics
A joyful journey through time, highlighting the under-celebrated women that changed the world.

Freedom Bound
Escaping Slavery in Scotland
Warren Pleece
£19.99 July 18 HB
8-12 years
9781910775127
BHP Comics
Research based graphic novel dramatisation of the interconnected stories of three enslaved people seeking freedom in Scotland.

An Amazing Animal Atlas of Scotland
Illustrated by Anders Frang
£12.99 September 20 HB
8-12 years
9781782506591
Floris Books
Meet the amazing animals of Scotland in this beautiful gift book, packed full of fun facts, vibrant illustrations and maps showing where to spot these wonderful creatures – from puffins and basking sharks to endangered wildcats.
Create Your Own Kindness
Becky Goddard-Hill & Clare Forrest
£9.99 February 21 PB
6-12 years
9780008439583
Collins
How much better would the world be if everyone was kind to each other? Create your own kindness encourages kids to be kind to themselves, other people and the world around them.

The Legend of the First Unicorn
Lari Don & Illustrated by Nataša Illinčić
£7.99 February 20 PB
5-7 years
9781782506270
Floris Books
A captivating, beautifully illustrated story of the first unicorn in Scotland, filled with magic, love and folklore charm.

Sgeulachdan à Chaipéin Bobo
Bananathan!
R. D. Dikstra & Kay Hutchison
£7.99 March 21 PB
3-5 years
9781911254317
Belle Media
First in the series of Gaelic translations of the successful The Adventures of Captain Bobo series. Captain Bobo and the crew rescue a missing elephant.

Hushabye Lullabye
Goodnight Dreams
Sacha Kyle
£6.99 June 21 Board Book
3-5 years
9781916205444
Little Door Books
A TV tie-in board book to accompany the successful CBeebies Hushabye Lullabye animated series as seen on Bedtime Hour. A future favorite for bedtime.

The Adventures of Captain Bobo
London
R. D. Dikstra & Kay Hutchison
£7.99 April 21 PB
8-12 years
9781911125400
Belle Media
Latest in the Captain Bobo picture book series, as featured on Fun Kids radio. After a day’s sightseeing trouble looms when Tower Bridge gets stuck.

A Dragon Story
Madeline Pinkerton
£6.99 30 July 21 PB
3-5 years
9781999955649
Little Door Books
Debut picture book from Madeline Pinkerton. Her warm, classical-looking illustrations perfectly combine with a wonderful story about bravery, following your own path, and friendship.

Scaredy Bat
Jonathan Meres
£6.99 June 21 PB
0-3 years
9781916205460
Little Door Books
A brand new ‘batty’ picture book from the pen of award-winning author, Jonathan Meres. A story about letting go and conquering your fears.

Scaredy Bat
Jonathan Meres
£6.99 June 21 PB
0-3 years
9781916205460
Little Door Books
A brand new ‘batty’ picture book from the pen of award-winning author, Jonathan Meres. A story about letting go and conquering your fears.

Pinkie and Boo
Chae Strathie
£6.99 May 21 PB
5-7 years
9781916205413
Little Door Books
Multi award-winning author Chae Strathie teams up with illustrator Francis Martin for this fabulously funny story about a feisty little girl and her toy monkey.

Hushabye Mindful Journey
Susan Cohen
£7.99 December 20 PB
3-5 years
9781913237226
Wee Book Company
Brodie, a Highland cow feels out of sorts. His best friend Bea, a honey bee, uses mindfulness to lift his spirits. Features stunning original artwork.

Two Pups
Seona Calder
£6.99 October 20 PB
3-5 years
9781916382572
Sparsile Books
In this delightful take on an unlikely friendship, artist and writer, Seona Calder, invites us to embrace our differences while celebrating what we have in common.
Home of the Wild
Louise Greig & illustrated by Julia Moscardö
£12.99 April 21 HB
3-5 years
9781782507130
Floris Books
A lyrical and uplifting story about a friendship between a boy and a wild fawn, with a tender message of love and letting wild animals be free. Atmospheric illustrations bring the authentic Scottish landscapes to life.

Charlotte’s Woolly Yarn
A Spin Around South-West Scotland
Shalla Gray
£5 March 19 PB
3-5 years
9780957640246
Curly Tale Books
It’s spring and Charlotte the Little Lamb has lost her fleece. Join her on a journey around beautiful Galloway to help her find it!

Mustard and Pepper
Alasdair Hutton
£8.99 July 19 PB
3-5 years
9781999633615
Curly Tale Books

2021 is the 250th Anniversary of the birth of Sir Walter Scott. Follow the adventures of his children and beloved dogs around the grounds of Abbotsford.

Saving Gracie
The Story of Cow 812
Shalla Gray
£7.50 June 20 PB
5-7 years
9781999633653
Curly Tale Books
Gracie’s life follows the rhythms of the dairy farm until she falls ill. Who can fix her feet and get Gracie back to her friends?

The Bongles TV Dinner
Oscar Van Heek
£6.99 October 20 PB
3-5 years
9781916032927
Sainted Media
Meet the Bongles! Colourful bouncy creatures who reuse, repair and upcycle objects that wash up on their pristine shores. These guys just love turning trash into treasure! In this book, find out what happens when a TV washes up on their beach, showing a cookery show.

The Bongles Pet Washing Machine
Oscar Van Heek
£6.99 October 20 PB
3-5 years
9781916032989
Sainted Media
The Bongles carry on their recycling adventures, causing mischief on their beach when a washing machine washes up on shore.

The Bongles Monster Takeaway
Sheralee Ryan
£6.99 December 20 PB
5-7 years
9781913798222
Jasami Publishing Ltd
The adventures of a Zambian squirrel, his life with a loving family, stories filled with cats, dogs, a blind bird, laughter, tears, danger and love.

The Bongles
Monster
Takeaway
Sheralee Ryan
£6.99 December 20 PB
3-5 years
9781913798222
Jasami Publishing Ltd
The adventures of a Zambian squirrel, his life with a loving family, stories filled with cats, dogs, a blind bird, laughter, tears, danger and love.

The Bongles
Monster
Takeaway
Sheralee Ryan
£6.99 December 20 PB
3-5 years
9781913798222
Jasami Publishing Ltd
The adventures of a Zambian squirrel, his life with a loving family, stories filled with cats, dogs, a blind bird, laughter, tears, danger and love.

Dungeons on a Dime: Quest 1
In the Red
Brian Tyrrell
£9.99 November 20 PB
12+ years
9781910775240
BHP Comics
Designed to make roleplaying games accessible to first time players with short campaigns. Includes the tools and tips you need to run your first adventure!
The Ghost Garden
Emma Carroll
£6.99 January 21 PB
7-12 years
9781781129005
Barrington Stoke
Queen of historical fiction, Emma Carroll, makes her Barrington Stoke debut with a powerful, evocative, and spine-tingling story of childhood on the brink of war.

The Spellbinding Secret of Avery Buckle
Hannah Foley
£7.99 March 21 PB
6-9 years
9781782506409
Floris Books
On a quest to uncover her forgotten past, Avery Buckle (part-girl, part-cat) is plunged into a haphazard world of shadowy monsters, bewitched libraries and flying bicycles.

The Dog that Saved the World (Cup)
Phil Earle
£6.99 March 21 PB
8-12 years
9781781129685
Barrington Stoke
A four-legged hero risks it all to make his best friend’s dream come true in this touching adventure of family, football and beating the odds.

Arctic Star
Tom Palmer
£6.99 May 21 PB
8-12 years
9781781129715
Barrington Stoke
Multi-award-winning author Tom Palmer returns with a thrilling naval adventure inspired by the incredible history of the Second World War Arctic convoys.

Velda: The Awesomest Viking and the Voyage of Deadly Doom
David MacPhail
£6.99 May 21 PB
8-12 years
9781782507178
Floris Books
There are escapades aplenty as the mighty Velda attempts to rescue her friends and prove she’s the awesomest Viking around.

Firkin and the Grey Gangsters
Ann Scott-Moncrieff
£9.99 July 21 PB
6-9 years
9781910895153
Scotland Street Press
12-year-old Kylan is a Viking slave; when attempts to escape his captors, the precious Lewis Chessmen he helped carve hold the key to his survival.

The Chessmen Thief
Barbara Henderson
£6.99 April 21 PB
8-12 years
9781911279853
Cranachan
12-year-old Kylan is a Viking slave; when attempts to escape his captors, the precious Lewis Chessmen he helped carve hold the key to his survival.

Princess Dangerous
Alan Grant & Abby Gray
£8.99 April 21 PB
8-12 years
9781999633660
Curly Tale Books
It’s Princess Pieface’s Naming Day, but her brother has been kidnapped and everything has gone horribly wrong. Can the mysterious Princess Dangerous save the day?
**Children’s**

- **Daisy on the Outer Line**
  - *Ross Sayers*
  - **£8.99** Nov 20 PB
  - **YA**
  - Cranachan
  - After selfish student Daisy makes a scene at her stepdad’s funeral, she drunkenly falls asleep on the Glasgow subway and wakes to find she has travelled back in time. And – she’s in someone else’s body.

- **Uncle Pete and The Boy Who Couldn’t Sleep**
  - *David C. Flanagan*
  - **£6.99** April 21 PB
  - **6-9 years**
  - Little Door Books
  - The first title in a brand new magical, fantasy adventure series for six to nine year-olds. With themes of determination, collaboration, kindness and acceptance.

- **The Humilations of Welton Blake**
  - *Alex Wheatle*
  - **£7.99** January 21 PB
  - **YA**
  - Barrington Stoke
  - Hilarity follows disaster in this sharp-witted tale of the trials of teen life, from the award-winning and critically acclaimed author of the Crongton series.

- **Hell’s Daughter**
  - *Trinity-Rose Crane*
  - **£7.99** August 20 PB
  - **12+ years**
  - Jasami Publishing Ltd
  - Twin sisters are suddenly dragged into a world of demons, vampires, and werewolves and learn that demons and death go hand in hand.

- **Kara’s Journey Through The Realm**
  - *Katrina Rayne*
  - **£7.99** June 20 PB
  - **12+ years**
  - Jasami Publishing Ltd
  - The story of Kara a teenager on a journey of self-discovery, learning that although the destination is important the journey is more significant.

---

The Booksellers Association is a membership organisation for all booksellers in the UK & Ireland, representing over 95% of bookshops.

The Booksellers Association exists to support, advise and work with its members to create excellent products and services for booksellers. We monitor all the structures that underpin the modern-day book trade and your life as a bookseller. We also keep a close eye on developments in technology and government legislation, offering wide-ranging advice and information for members.

Books Are My Bag is a nationwide campaign run by the Booksellers Association to celebrate bookshops. It launched in 2013 and today comprises Bookshop Day and the Books Are My Bag Readers Awards. At the centre of the campaign is the iconic BAM tote bag. Since the campaign launched, over a million people have worn a Books Are My Bag to show their love for their local bookshop.

National Book Tokens is the oldest multi-retailer gift card scheme in the UK and Ireland and have been inspiring booklovers since 1932. National Book Tokens gift cards are an essential part of any bookseller’s product mix, delivering on average around 2% of turnover. They can be loaded with any value from £1/€1 to £250/€250 and there are a range of eye-catching designs available, suitable for booklovers of all ages and tastes.